Senior/Lead JavaScript Development Engineer - Server & Front-End
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Senior/Lead JavaScript Development Engineer - Server & Front-End

Explore Consulting is seeking an experienced full-stack JavaScript web developer for a permanent position to
work with several cutting-edge web projects. This is an opportunity to apply your existing experience and expand
it while leading projects using Node.js, Backbone, Bootstrap, Angular, and HTML5. The database components for
these applications will range from MS SQL Server and MySQL to MongoDB.
We also develop mobile applications using PhoneGap and this role would be heavily involved in those projects.
You will be working with a small but dedicated team of developers out of our downtown Bellevue office on a
variety of projects. We are seeking a dedicated technologist with a strong interest in innovation and preference
for an Agile-oriented process. If you are looking for variety in your projects and an opportunity to impact the
architecture and direction of your projects Explore would be a great fit.
Experience with Scala development using AKKA and the Play framework and/or C# and MVC.NET is a huge plus.
In addition, experience with ERP or CRM systems especially cloud-based applications like NetSuite and Salesforce
is huge plus. We are the 2013 Partner of the Year for NetSuite and a signification portion of our practice involves
server-side JavaScript development within the NetSuite platform. That is a great new area for an experienced
JavaScript expert to apply their skills and innovation.
Explore Consulting is a leading expert on Cloud-based business systems, and has assisted more than 800
companies over the past 12 years with a variety of technology needs, from custom application development and
systems integration to designing and deploying eCommerce web sites and mobile solutions. At Explore, you will
be working with the best team on the hottest technologies, all within a fun environment where we work and play
hard while enjoying life balance.
Examples of projects currently underway include mobile app development for the NFL, development of a cloudbased platform for professional teams (NFL and MLS currently), high school and college scouting systems,
integration between leading cloud-based systems (NetSuite, Salesforce.com, Amazon, etc), and a wide variety of
other technical efforts.
This is a full-time position with benefits and little to no travel.
Requirements:



Experience designing and architecting solutions



4+ yrs. of software engineering experience



Significant experience with JavaScript ideally on the server-side (Node.js)



3+ yrs of experience with another platform (C#/.NET stack or Java/Scala)



Experience with RESTful services



Bachelor's degree in computer science or equivalent experience



Must be a self-starter, and have good understanding of application development and the SDLC



Excellent analytical and problem solving skills



Excellent written and verbal communication skills with an aptitude for learning new technologies
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Experience in database design & development



Knowledge of current technologies and best practices



Design (UI) skills a plus
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Experience with ERP, CRM, or SFA tools is a big plus.
Explore team members are outstanding problem-solvers with excellent communication skills. They're effective
workers in groups and individually. Do you have what it takes?
To Apply
Please submit your resume to Explore Consulting's HR Department at devjobs@exploreconsulting.com referencing
the above role in the subject line.
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